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To share good wholesome community and family
based principles with children and adults through
the
medium of puppetry and the audio-video media.

To view a number of our various puppets, please visit our on line gallery at:
http://www.puppetvision.co.nz/page/gallery/

Paper bag and Sock puppets are the simplest form of puppetry
and children can make their own.
You can see how to make them yourself
by visiting:
https://puppetvision.rocketspark.co.nz/p
age/Puppet_Making_Videos/
Alternatively the sock puppet blanks are
available,
with eyes, hair and instructions for
$4.50 each.

Small Puppets
Come in families mostly. Grandpa, Grandma,
Mum, Dad, Boy and Girl.
Cost for these is $50.00 each, but if you
purchase the whole family of 6 you get one
free, so the family group comes for $250.00
They are also available as special puppets
such as Pirate, Cowboy, Surfie, Cool dude,
but these take extra hats, surfboards, guitar
etc. I can also make them to any style you
like. The cost is $60 for each of these.

Large Puppets
With full foam and fabric heads and foam
and fabric bodies again come in families,
Grandma, Grandpa, Mum, Dad, Boy and
Girl.
They are $125.00 each. They come dressed
and the hands are wired so you can shape
them in whatever way you see fit, or hold
objects.
Again, if you purchase the whole 6, you get
the 6th one free, so the cost for 6 is $625.00.
If you wish to use them as ventriloquist lap puppets you can purchase detachable legs with trousers
and shoes depending on the character.
Legs are $45.00 (see below for Latex Rubber puppets)
Puppets are all made so that they can be used in a theatre, putting the hand up from below, or as
ventriloquist puppets putting the hand up the back of the shirt and through the back into the head.

Latex Rubber heads and hands
The next level of puppet is Latex rubber heads and
hands. We have a number of Moulds that you can see
on the web site gallery. These examples are mascots
made for groups.

These Puppets require more elaborate wigs and of
course the heads and hands are moulded in Latex
rubber.
Cost for each of these puppets start at $200 each.
Please see our web site for the different characters
http://www.puppetvision.co.nz/page/gallery/

I also have all the patterns for puppets at: http://www.projectpuppet.com/puppet-gallery/ and
can make any of the puppets you see on these pages, or adapt them to your needs

Monster Puppets
Come in any colour you would like.
They are made with short or long fur and the cost of the fur has an effect on the cost of the puppet.

Short fur puppets are $100.00
Long fur puppets are $150.00
They have human hands so that you can operate them with one puppeteer placing a hand in the
head, and another puppeteer using the two hands.
Alternatively a single puppeteer can operate the mouth, and one hand. They have blinking eyes

We have many more puppets,
Native N.Z. birds, animals, and
can make any puppet you
desire. Below are some of the
puppets we have made but
they are made to order and will
come with individual quotes.
We have also made full body
mascots, and sets of puppets
for special plays as can be
seen on the page below.

Rooster and Possum

Spitting Camel

Wart Hog

Brain with lights for Epilepsy Assn.

Possum Band

Monkey

Dog and cat

Caterpillar

Lion

Fox Head

Rat

Alligator

The Story of Tarore series

Ant

All kinds of birds

All kinds of birds

Dental Hygiene Series

Kaumatua Kauri

